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Free play area 11AM - 9PM
Bored with nothing to do? Our free play area is an open
space for you to BYOC and play at your leisure! There will
also be a few NVIDIA laptops for you to try out.

Artist alley 11AM - 8PM
Come check out the amazing artists we have this year! 
This is where you can buy posters, pins, stickers, and more 
of your favorite characters while also supporting the artist!

tabletop area 12PM - 6PM
Gamers Guild @ UCR will be keeping dominion of this room
running a plethora of games for anyone seeking a classic
gaming experience!

A savant of the game, Brandon “Saintvicious” DiMarco
comes to share his wisdom and experiences playing and
coaching in League of Legends! A meet-and-greet will be 
held, so don’t miss out!

saintvicious panel 2PM-3:30PM

CORSAIR presents their Build-A-PC panel! Want to learn to
build a PC? CORSAIR comes to walk through and detail 
the intricate process of making a gaming behemoth. Tune
in for a very special treat!

build-a-pc presented by corsair3:30PM - 6PM

Support wizard Alex “Xpecial”Chu makes an appearance 
to talk about his own career in League of Legends esports! 
From playing to personal life, don’t miss out on this trove of 
information.

xpecial panel 6PM - 7PM

This BYOC room will be playing the popular game Osu! 
and Osu!Mania all day. They will also be running their 
tournament, so stop by to see the peak of clicking circle
skill!

osu! Room 11AM - 9PM

SENRYU TAIKO PERFORMANCE 10AM-11AM Collegiate gaming panel 

cosplay contest 12PM -1PM

11AM-12PM
Our friends at Senryu Taiko @ UCR have come to start the 
day off with a thunderous and rhythmic boom! Enjoy their 
performance that have let them play at places like Anime 
Expo!

Curious to peer into the minds of gaming and esport club
officers? Highlander Gaming @ UCR and Bronco Esports @
CPP have come together so you may ask away! Ask us
anything. Really.

Cosplay Brigade @ UCR returns to host a cosplay contest! 
Join the fun in this delightful showcase of the cosplay 
community as cosplayers strut their stuff!

Tournament Series Finals 2PM - 9PM
A slew of video game finals are happening for fantastic 
prizes from our sponsors! Come watch the best of the best 
at UCR clash. Can’t watch IRL? Tune in on Twitch!
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